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Tanium, the industry’s only provider of converged endpoint management (XEM), leads the paradigm shift in legacy 
approaches to managing complex security and technology environments. Only Tanium protects every team, endpoint, 
and workflow from cyber threats by integrating IT, Compliance, Security, and Risk into a single platform that delivers 
comprehensive visibility across devices, a unified set of controls, and a common taxonomy for a single shared purpose: 
to protect critical information and infrastructure at scale. Visit us at www.tanium.com.

DEVELOPER.TANIUM.COM

Better Together: Build Tanium-powered integrations 
across IT management, risk, security, and more.

 
Tanium Developer Program

What if you trusted that the data in your ITSM solution was current and accurate? What if 
your SIEM could remediate a threat on every endpoint on your network in minutes? What 
if you could ensure that the endpoints accessing your sensitive applications were secure 
and compliant?

Empower your whole ecosystem with Tanium’s real-time visibility and control and make 
this a reality. Technology works best when it works together, and the how-to guides and 
developer community forum can help you get there.

Whether you are a Customer or Technology Partner, developer.tanium.com is the place 
for anyone looking to develop Tanium integrations or custom content. We can’t wait to see 
what you create.

Tanium Customer?

 • Login with your authenticated Tanium Community account. Click CUSTOMER SIGNUP 
for details.

Technology Partner?

 • Click PARTNER SIGN UP to submit an application

Tanium has many ways to integrate, allowing endless possibilities for what you can build. 
APIs, Stream, Direct Connect, Connect Module, Custom Sensors and Packages, Threat 
Response Signals, Reporting… It can be a lot, but developer.tanium.com is the place to 
figure it out to pick the best tool for your goals.

Maybe you want to try out Tanium’s ServiceNow SDK? Or learn how to migrate your saved 
questions to GraphQL to efficiently query data from Tanium Data Service. Let’s get started!

Developer Forum
Ask questions and share information 
with other developers building on the 
Tanium platform.

API Documentation
Browse the Tanium Gateway GraphQL 
Schema, Platform REST API Docs, and 
a complete Sensor Inventory.

How-To Guides
Learn best practices for integration 
design, API Usage, custom content 
authoring, and much more. 

Developer

Technology Partner Program
Are you a ISV, systems integrator, or solution provider that wants to integrate Tanium with 
your products or services as a customer offering? Developer.tanium.com is home to the 
Technology Partner Program and offers many benefits for joining.

 • Joint go-to-market opportunities

 • Listing as an official Tanium partner

 • Tanium “Validated Integrator” badge 

 • Tanium training courses

 • Access to Tanium Integration 
Engineers for support
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